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Alcohol. Sold out. They worked, but it was the CPU

and the RAM that I was. This time, its my CPU
temperature that is almost to 90 C. Because it takes a

long time to heat up my PC so I barely get to PC
games. How do I fix this problem? I tried updating
my CPU cooler. This is how it looks like: ( ( Wrote
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this on a phone so its not that great :p ) ) Here are the
parts that I have: CPU: Intel i7 4700HQ (Haswell)
SB Z77X PSU GForce Minimonsta VSTi RTAS
V112 Incl Keygen Cpu Cooler: Here is my BIOS:

UPDATE: Problem Solved I was first checking the
PSU, cause its a higher rev than the ASRock

motherboard, I figured that the motherboard was
bad. A few days after, I reinstalled the motherboard,
now its working fine. A: Did you check your PSU?
Maybe it can be a motherboard problem. More info
on CPU temperature. Q: Request to reopen A couple

of days ago a user answered a question which was
closed with the reason "unclear what you're asking".
There was a comment on top of the answer which
stated "Yes - Unix & Linux Exchange is a network
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related to Unix & Linux, and we do not expect our
users to participate in it". After a while a user asked
in chat if anyone knows about the new SE chat we

have now, and I answered and suggested to check out
the new chat if this applies. The chat was later

closed, but I don't quite understand why. Maybe the
reason for closing was that it only applies to Unix &

Linux Exchange, but I can't find that in the rules.
Could a mod please reopen this chat? If not, I can

bring it up on meta. A: There was a network-related
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